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EXPLORING COMPLEX MOLECULAR
FUNCTIONALITY AT SURFACES
INTRODUCTION
One of the most powerful paradigms of nanoscale science[1] is
that the properties of a nanometer sized object can be affected
by the presence or absence of even a single atom. Henceforth
the current challenge of nanotechnology is the understanding
and controlling of the vast complexity which arises when nanoscale objects interact with the environment. To master this
problem, novel approaches are needed, capable of comprehensive characterization of the physical and chemical properties of
nanoscale systems with atomic resolution. Required is nothing
less than the precise knowledge of the atomic structure, which
means atomic positions just as well as chemical information
about each atom of a nanoscale object, like a molecule.
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM)[2, 3] plays a central role in
nanotechnology research because it makes the direct observation of atoms and molecules possible and even allows for their
individual manipulation.[4, 5] Recording the mutual interaction
of an atomically sharp tip with a surface, scanning probe microscopes map the surface, resolving sub-nanometer features
or even single atoms (Fig. 1a,b).[6, 7] The recorded quantity is
the tunnel current in a scanning tunneling microscope (STM),
or the frequency shift of an oscillating cantilever due to the exerted forces in an atomic force microscope (AFM). The tunneling current in STM is related to the integrated local density of
electronic states (LDOS) in the energy window between the applied bias and the Fermi energy. In AFM, the short-range forces
from the attractive chemical bonding and the repulsive Pauli
interaction decay at atomic length scale and are the origin of
the atomic resolution topography, modulated by long-range
Van-der-Waals and electrostatic forces.[8, 9]
In addition to imaging surfaces, SPM allows accessing the tipsurface interaction spectroscopically.[10] With the tip placed still
over a specific location, a spectrum is recorded as a function
of parameters like bias voltage, tip-surface distance, or oscillation amplitude depending on the configuration of the setup,
i.e. STM, AFM, etc. (Fig. 1c). These measurements reveal the
local electronic structure[10] or inelastic excitations like bond
vibrations[11], magnetic excitations (STM)[12, 13], or interaction
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potentials (AFM)[5]. Combining spectroscopic and spatial information yields maps of physical properties over a part of the
surface with atomic precision, as for instance density of states,
chemical potential, work function[14, 15], surface charge[16], or
orbital shape.[17]
Reaching the best performance in SPM relies strongly on the
quality of the samples. Usually only atomically flat crystal surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) are suitable. On them, welldefined adsorbate films are prepared by vacuum evaporation
of atoms or molecules. On such atomically defined samples individual molecules can be investigated with spatial precision at
the atomic level. The direct extraction of chemical information
from SPM data, however, is almost impossible, due to the fact
that the electronic states of neighboring atoms strongly interact.
Mass spectrometry (MS), in contrast, is the most powerful
method to reveal the chemical composition of molecules. Mass
spectrometers easily resolve a mass difference much lower
than a single proton mass. In other words, MS reaches atomic
precision in mass just like SPM is atomically precise in space.
It entered the field of molecular nanoscience with the advent
of soft ionization methods like electrospray ionization (ESI)
and matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI), which
made large, nonvolatile, organic or biological molecules accessible as intact, molecular, gas-phase ions.[18-20]
Despite the ability to measure mass with extreme precision
even in very large molecules, MS does not offer a direct route
to molecular structure. Due to the importance of structural information mass spectrometers are often combined with structure sensitive methods, typically targeting the gas phase ion.
Nearly every mass spectrometry application today includes either fragmentation[21] (collision/surface induced dissociation;
CID, SID), hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX)[22], ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS)[23], or covalent cross linking[24]. By these approaches molecular structure is in principle also investigated
by atom sized probes, however the information provided can be
very rough, incomplete, or convoluted. IMS, for instance, measures the collision cross section by which it is possible to distinguish differences at the atomic scale. However the complex
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Fig. 1: Scanning Probe Microscopy and Electrospray Ion Beam Deposition. (a) Schematic of the principle of scanning tunneling microscopy. (b) Topographic
images are assembled from many line profiles. (c) Scheme of tunneling spectroscopy accessing the local density of states. (d) Scheme of an ES-IBD/SPM
experiment. The ion beam is generated by ESI at ambient pressure (left) and transferred to UHV via a differentially pumped vacuum system (pressures given).
The SPM sample is prepared under UHV conditions and is transferred in-situ into a deposition stage and finally to the SPM analysis.

information of the three-dimensional (3d) molecular structure
is thereby reduced to just one number, the collision cross section. Nevertheless, through systematic measurements combined with modeling, meaningful structural information can be
extracted.[25, 26]
Comparing strength and weaknesses of mass spectrometry
and scanning probe microscopy shows quite complementary
methods. With soft ionization sources even the largest biological molecules are available to MS for chemical characterization, whereas structural information is difficult to access.
Through SPM, molecular structure can be imaged at atomic/
sub-nanometer resolution, whereas the chemical composition
remains obscured. In addition, the SPM imaging of large, complex molecules, in particular biological molecules, is restricted
by the condition of evaporability, needed to prepare chemically
pure adsorbates on atomically defined metal surfaces in UHV.
Here, preparative mass spectrometry (pMS) presents itself as
the perfect link between mass spectrometry and surface science experiments like SPM by providing the well-defined, molecular ion beam of high chemical purity needed for UHV-grade
sample preparation.[27]
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Preparative mass spectrometry is defined as the mass-selected deposition of (molecular) ions onto a surface. This definition
also includes the terms ion soft/reactive landing or ion beam
deposition (IBD), which are used synonymously. In principle,
soft ionization sources can generate ion beams of large, nonvolatile molecules for any vacuum method, including vacuum
deposition. An ion beam can simply be directed onto a surface
in vacuum where the material is collected, instead of being detected generating the counts of a mass spectrum. Mass filters,
as they are employed in a mass spectrometer, can just as well
be set to transmit only one ion species for deposition, preferable if they permit for continuous beam operation, like for
instance the radio-frequency (rf) quadrupole. Ion beam deposition thus inherits the advantage of chemical selectivity from
MS and is therefore called preparative mass spectrometry.
Surface modification by pMS is usually approached in combination with integral surface characterization methods, like optical spectroscopy or again mass spectrometry, both in- and
ex-situ.[28-32] pMS can be used for intact landing of polyatomic
ions on surfaces (soft landing), inducing ion-surface reactions
(reactive landing) and demonstrating effects like elastic scattering, chemical scattering, or surface induced dissociation.
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Further, the capacity for surface functionalization, for instance
dye attachment, catalytic activity, or enzyme immobilization,
was developed.
These achievements show the great potential of pMS as a
novel synthesis and investigating method capable of using
large, complex molecules. However, it also confronts us with a
challenge because both, the deposition process as well as the
resulting surface, are highly complex. This extends the original
motivation to merge pMS with SPM because this combination
provides the capabilities to inspect and understand the ionsurface interactions of complex molecules.
In the following, we discuss the potential of pMS as a means
of vacuum deposition of large, nonvolatile molecules, for the
high resolution characterization by SPM. Preparative mass
spectrometry and scanning probe microscopy make an excellent match: combined into one in-situ UHV setup, they allow us
to explore the world of large, functional molecules on surfaces
with unprecedented precision. We introduce the methodology
of using pMS as a tool for the fabrication of well-defined molecular adsorbates of nonvolatile molecules and show examples
for the structural and electronic characterization of individual
macromolecules by STM and STS.
PREPARATIVE MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR SCANNING
TUNNELING MICROSCOPY
The typical electrospray ion beam deposition/scanning probe
microscopy (ES-IBD/SPM) experiment (sketched in Figure 1d)
combines two instruments and hence two workflows. The ion
beam is prepared in the MS part (left side) of the setup, starting
at ambient conditions required for ESI. A variety of ion optics
guides the beam through the differentially pumped vacuum
system to UHV, thereby defining and characterizing its properties. The substrate, an atomically defined crystal surface, is
prepared and analyzed within a surface science experiment
(right side) entirely performed in UHV. The actual deposition
on the surface in UHV is the link between these two workflows.
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per charge as Ed /z = Ekin /z − Usample. The beam is positioned on
the surface by electrostatic lenses and deflection plates. During
the deposition, the ion current on the sample is measured. Its
integration, performed in real time during deposition, yields the
deposited charge that can be converted to a molecular coverage for a known deposition area and ion charge state. Simply
by switching off the ion beam once a certain charge is reached,
a desired coverage can be obtained with very high precision.
After deposition, the sample is transferred in-situ back to the
SPM for the microscopy measurement.
The two workflows of SPM and pMS are connected in the deposition chamber of the ES-IBD instrument. Note that an in situ UHV
connection is required for contamination-free sample transfer.
Therefore, vacuum suitcases have been developed as an alternative, which allow to transfer samples between spatially separated, independent SPM and ES-IBD setups, while maintaining
UHV conditions during the entire transfer.[33, 34]
Generally, ES-IBD setups closely resemble ESI mass spectrometers, which can be highly complex, expensive instruments, containing ion optics like lenses, ion guides, mass-filters and mass
analyzers within a sophisticated, differentially pumped vacuum
system.[35-37] Despite all similarities, the decisive difference of
ES-IBD and ES-MS lies in the beam intensity that is required for
a successful deposition or for a mass spectrum, respectively.
Due to the high sensitivity and very low background in a mass
spectrometer, already a few hundred ions at the detector can
make for a clear peak in the spectrum, whereas 100 molecules
on a macroscopic sample surface area are almost impossible
to find in STM or to make an impact with respect to surface
modification. For example, on a typical crystal surface area of
10 mm2 the number of 109 molecules has to be deposited to
find one molecule per STM scan frame of, for e.g. instance, 100
× 100 nm2. A monolayer of a large molecule occupying 1 nm2
surface area (e.g. C60 , m = 720 u) on the same surface area
requires a total of 1 × 1013 molecules, which corresponds to a
deposited charge of 444 pAh or 1.6 μC for singly charged ions.

The atomically defined (metal) surface is typically prepared
by repeated cycles of sputtering (e.g. Ar+ ions, 1 keV, 10 μA,
10 min) and annealing (approx. 2/3 of the melting temperature) of a single crystal of well-defined orientation in UHV. Each
surface requires its own preparation protocol. Especially procedures for semiconductor or insulator surface preparation may
differ significantly. After the successful preparation is verified by
SPM, the sample is transferred in-situ into the deposition stage.

Intense ion currents in the nanoampere range are thus the
key requirement to achieve charges of this magnitude within
a reasonable time in the order of one hour. Nowadays, ion optics like lenses, ion guides, and mass filters used in-vacuo, are
performing very well optimized with respect to transmission.
In particular the introduction of the rf-ion funnel[38], which effectively collimates ions entering the vacuum through the atmospheric interface into a useable ion beam, reduced the ion
losses in vacuum to an extent that they are minor compared to
the losses in the atmospheric interface.[39-40]

In parallel, the ion beam is generated by ESI and characterized
by mass spectrometry and ion current measurements. Via these
measurements control over the deposition energy, the deposited ion species (molecule/fragment and charge state), and the
deposition position is obtained. The ion species for deposition
is selected by a m/z-filter. The kinetic energy of the beam is
determined, typically by measuring deflection voltages in a retarding field geometry, which yields values for the kinetic energy
per charge Ekin /z. The sample is biased (Usample) either accelerating or decelerating the ions, defining the deposition energy

To improve the absolute ion current, pMS setups often use larger diameter inlet capillaries and compensate the increased gas
load by higher pumping speed.[39-41] Leading experiments have
demonstrated mass-filtered currents of up to 10 nA in high vacuum[40] or 1.5 nA in UHV (with 6 nA in HV)[39]. Recently, a hydrodynamic optimization of an nano ESI source in our lab by a funnelshaped capillary inlet has been shown to transmit currents up to
80 nA at unity transmission to the first pumping stage of the MS
vacuum system, while the same interface with a conventionally
designed inlet operated at only 10% transmission.[39]
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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPLEX
BIOLOGICAL MOLECULES
The three-dimensional structure of biological molecules, specifically proteins, is directly connected to their function. The
precise structural characterization therefore is of utmost importance. ES-IBD as sample preparation method yields welldefined surfaces that allow for imaging by UHV-STM, which in
principle offers spatial resolution at the atomic level. Applying
this approach to biological molecules confronts us with the following questions: (1) Which spatial resolution can be achieved?
(2) Is the primary, secondary, or ternary structure of biological
molecules being influenced by the landing process? (3) What
information about biological- or synthetic macromolecules can
be extracted from an SPM image?
One of the first ion beam deposition experiments using gentle
electrospray ionization demonstrated the intact soft-landing
deposition of protein ions of low kinetic energy via the detection of the molecules in the washing solution.[42] The same experiment hinted on the retention of the native conformation
when enzymatic activity was found on the prepared protein
micro arrays. Similarly, the retention of helical conformations
of peptides was detected after soft landing by infrared spectroscopy.[43] These successful depositions indicate the feasibility of imaging the 3d conformation of immobilized proteins or
peptides prepared by pMS. Other early experiments showed
that soft[36, 44, 45] or even liquid surfaces[46] are advantageous
for soft landing and retention of 3d structure.
Controlling Protein Conformation on the Surface
In contrast to vapor deposition, pMS inherits the precise control
of the molecular beam with respect to content, charge state,
and kinetic energy from mass spectrometry. Ion mobility/mass
spectrometry measurements of various proteins demonstrated
that this also implies control over the conformational state in
the gas phase.[23, 47-50]
To demonstrate the applicability of this control scheme, atomically flat metal surfaces were covered with protein ion beams,
systematically varying the deposition parameters, and afterwards imaged by STM.[51, 52] Many deposition parameters directly influencing the adsorption conformation of the proteins
on the surface were identified.
First, a native or an unfolded conformation of the protein can
be selected by electrospray and solution conditions.[47, 51] Solutions of neutral pH without organic solvent contain native
proteins and yield ion beams of low charge states, while unfolded proteins from acidic solutions with organic solvent will
yield high charge states. This conformation selection by solvent
is further supported by m/z-selection of high or low charge
states. The difference between folded and unfolded proteins
is directly visible in the STM micrographs. Folded proteins
appear as globular features of several nm height and diameter, while unfolded proteins are imaged as extended strands
(Fig. 2), sometimes backfolded in two dimensions. Due to the
strong molecule-surface interaction on metal surfaces, the de-
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position of unfolded proteins always leads to two-dimensional
(2d) structures. Thus any three-dimensional structure can only
stem from the, at least partial, retention of the native 3d protein conformation after deposition.
The 2d adsorbed, unfolded strands show submolecular details
whereas the 3d proteins are only imaged as one large protrusion. The resolution of SPM imaging critically depends on the
shape and stability of the tip. For high aspect ratio structures
like a globular protein a similarly large, high aspect ratio tip
has to be well-defined and stable to yield good quality imaging,
which is rather unlikely. Molecular functionalized STM or AFM
tips[53-55] may further improve the resolution. In addition, methods that provide true 3d imaging, like electron holography[56]
or free electron laser x-ray scattering[57] might soon reach similar resolution as STM. Also for them, a combination with pMS
might be of great advantage. In all cases, the interpretation of
the acquired images crucially depends on well-defined deposition of a well-know folded species.
Three experimental parameters of ES-IBD can be used independently to define the 2d conformations of unfolded proteins:
surface mobility, ion charge state, and deposition energy. On
strongly interacting surfaces like Cu(100), the thermal diffusion of the unfolded proteins is inhibited. When the protein is
fully immobilized at room temperature, extended, random 2d
conformations are observed. On less strongly interacting surfaces like Au(111) the proteins are mobile and their conformations change due to diffusion, which leads to self-interaction.
Therefore at low temperatures (e.g. 40 K) the protein eventually finds a stable, local energy minimum. Observed conformations are compact, yet no uniform shape is recognizable, suggesting a randomly folded conformation.
The gas-phase charge state defines the mechanical stiffness of
the polypeptide and is related to an either compact or extended
gas phase conformation for high or low charge states respectively. On a surface at inhibited diffusion, e.g. Cu(100), the effect
of the stiffness and gas-phase conformation on the deposition
can be directly observed by STM. Upon impact the kinetic energy
acts towards compacting the polymer, which is resisting by its
stiffness. Stiff, high charge state proteins will be deformed less,
which results in extended conformations, while soft, low charge
states lead to compact, 2d-folded conformations (Fig. 2).
When the deposition energy is varied, it becomes evident that
truely the interplay of stiffness and gas-phase conformation defines the adsorption conformation. The persistence length, i.e.
the length on which the polymer is approximately straight, depends on the deposition energy. With higher deposition energy,
the adsorption conformation of stiff, high charge state proteins
becomes more compact, whereas the soft, low charge state proteins have a compact adsorption conformation already at low
deposition energy and thus their persistence length does not
further decrease.[52]
For the short time span of the collision event, from initial touch
until the kinetic energy has dissipated, parts of the polypeptide
chain are mobile even without thermal diffusion. Compact 2d
conformations could also be attained by this transient mobility,
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Fig. 2: Controlling the protein conformation of unfolded cytochrome c by ES-IBD. The charge state of protein ions determines the soft landing behavior. Highly
charged, stiff proteins generate extended conformations. Low charge state, soft protein ions create compact structures.

which would result in compact 2d-patches similar to the structures formed by thermal diffusion.
High Resolution Imaging of Proteins
Understanding the structure-function relationship and selfassembly of large molecules critically depends on the precise
knowledge of their atomic structure, be it in solution or in vacuum at a surface. The capability of STM to image large molecular objects with high resolution and identify their building
blocks has been demonstrated for instance for single strand
DNA (ssDNA)[58] or large porphyrin nanorings[59]. In both cases
the molecules were non-volatile and had to be brought onto
the surface with a method alternative to evaporation. For the
ssDNA a pulsed liquid inlet was used, while the porphyrine
nanorings were deposited by ESD[59].
Comparing these results to the imaging of large unfolded proteins
deposited by ES-IBD (Figure 3) we find that in all three cases the
molecules are imaged at similar submolecular/subnanometer
resolution. Their structural elements, which are the individual
porphyrin units, the nuclein bases, or the amino acids, respectively, are mapped as distinguishable features. Number and symmetry of the features of the nano-ring clearly relates them to the
porphyrin subunits. The DNA strand shows distinctly bright features. In an experiment with a known reference sequence, those
have been related to the guanine residues of the DNA.[58]
The unfolded protein strands, of proteins of several hundred
AAs, show individual protrusions of a size that fits with a single
amino acid residue. Hence the vast majority of the sequence
is resolved.[51] However, a complete characterization of the
protein, which ultimately includes the chemical identification
of the residues, is not directly possible from the STM imaging
data. In contrast to the porphyrin rings, proteins do not have a
high symmetry that allows for an unambiguous identification

of the features. Also unambiguously distinguishable features
like the ones presented by the ss-DNA have not been found.
This is not just coincidence: DNA is designed by nature to store
information redundantly and make it accessible.
Proteins in contrast are chemically much more diverse than
DNA. Their sequences, combined out of 20 AAs, connected via
a very compact, flexible polypeptide backbone made for folding and mutual interaction – not for information storage and
transfer. It is thus clear that additional symmetry or chemical
information, which could support the identification of the protein
residues in the STM images is not available. Even though it is
possible to prepare an unfolded protein on the surface in a fully
(a)

(b)

5 nm

Fig. 3: High-resolution STM imaging of proteins. Unfolded Cytochrome-c
(a) and partially unfolded BSA (b) strand on Cu(100) showing features with
single amino acid resolution.
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extended conformation by selecting high charge states for deposition, it is likely that the same amino acids along the chain find
themselves in different environments due to the self-interaction
with neighboring residues and different distance and orientation towards the substrate. This results in different adsorption
conformations and hence different contrast either due to different LDOS or height. Tunneling spectroscopy or imaging with
modified AFM-tips[54, 60, 61] could add additional information to
the image, enabling the extraction of chemical information, as
outlined in the next section. For this, however, again the reduction of complexity, i.e. the investigation of short polypeptides of
well defined sequence, will be the better starting point.
Folding and Sequence Controlled Self-Assembly of Peptides
For a protein like cytochrome c, which is folded in solution, a
single recurring folded structure in vacuum on a metal surface
can certainly not be expected. However, polypeptide chains rationally folding on surfaces might exist, but certainly have their own
unique sequences that are different from proteins which fold in
solution. These sequences cannot be predicted yet, but clearly the
deposition of biological or other sequence controlled polymers[62]
could be a promising approach for the fabrication of complex, surface based, molecular nano-structures via self-assembly. Such

a

approach would inherit the successful mechanisms of biological
molecules, for instance sequence encoded structures[63] from
folding, or functionality by molecular recognition[64] by induced
fits. A reduction of complexity, i.e. the study of small polypeptides
will be a promising starting point, for this goal as well.
Indeed, very recently, the formation of stable molecular nanostructures via two-dimensional folding of the nine AA peptide
bradykinin (BK)[65] and sequence controlled self-assembly of
angiotensin peptides (angiotensin-I and -II, At-I, At-II)[66] has
been investigated by STM supported by computer simulations.
The peptides At-II deposited on the gold surface did not yield
highly ordered structures. Only short, periodic arrangements of
three to five dimers or small patches or molecules stacked in row
were found. Elucidation of their structure with the help of molecular dynamics simulations showed that a bend at the C-terminal
inhibited efficient binding in the dimer and further masked the
attachment of a neighboring structure. The removal of two amino
acids at the C-terminal changed the behavior thus completely.
Now, large, highly ordered domains of a chiral hexagon structure are found. The walls of the network are peptides arranged
in dimers, three of which are connected in vortices to form the
characteristic honeycomb-like shape. Clearly, small changes in
the AA-sequence command the assembly of the molecule.

c

15 nm

b

d

Fig. 4: Nanostructures of peptides imaged by STM. (a) Survey image of the highly ordered, chiral, molecular network of angiotensin-II on Au(111). (b) Magnified view of the At-II network. (c) Conformational variability of the peptide bradykinin observed on a Cu(110) surface where it is fully immobilized at room
temperature. (d) Surface mobility allows for the formation of one well-defined dimer nanostructure of BK on Cu(100) at RT.
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With the observations of sequence control and inverted, twodimensional folding of polypeptides on surfaces a new way of
generating functional nanostructures presents itself. Being compatible with vacuum technology, it inherits the advantages from
biology, which are the tunability of the structure through the sequence and an universal synthesis of the molecule, independent
from the final function. The grand challenge that remains is finding useful codes in the endless space of amino acid sequences,
for which we cannot rely on biological evolution, but have to understand the structure formation on the atomic level, for which
STM is the best tool available.

adsorbate atoms and molecules. The increased tunneling probability when inelastic channels open at the bias voltage corresponding to the energy of the excitation leaves characteristic,
usually bias symmetric, leads to steps in the dI /dV or equivalent peak-dip structures in the second derivative of the current
(dI2/d2V).[11, 70] At low temperatures the energy resolution is sufficient to distinguish between different isotopes in molecules
due to the shift in bond vibration with atomic mass.[11, 71, 72]
Since the advent of SPM, many other spectroscopy modes
have been employed to locally resolve for example the apparent barrier height by measuring the current decay vs. tip-sample separation[73] or to determine lifetimes of excitations by

(a)

1

dI/dV

Besides sequence control, folding is the other major property of
biological polypeptides, as it allows for the fabrication of functional nanostructures from a universal synthesis which follows
a plan encoded in the DNA. The code thus not only contains
the structure and conformation of the functional molecules, but
also the pathway to reach it. Choosing tht flexible peptide, bradykinin (BK) we were able to demonstrate the conformational
flexibility when we deposit it to a very sticky surface (Cu(110)).
Completely immobilized upon deposition, many different structures are observed, indicative of a variety of conformations,
which can be grouped in conformation classes. (see Fig. 4c).
If the molecule is given the freedom to diffuse and rearrange,
suddenly only one molecular nanostructure is found: a dimer
of two BK molecules. The analysis of the conformation of this
dimer shows that in it BK takes a very compact conformation to
accommodate two specific bonds sites to the partner molecule.
These specific bonds in turn stabilize the binding, a principle
which in biology is called induced fit binding. Further, hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups in the molecule segregate. Also this
is typical for biological molecules, however in vacuum the segregation occurs inverted with polar molecules at the inside and
nonpolar molecules at the outside, an effect which we observed
several times in our experiments.[66, 67] The consequence however is similar. Presenting the non-interacting unpolar groups at
the rim passivates the dimers and hinders unspecific interaction, which would destabilize the structure.

0

TiO2 Anatase (101)
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STM tip

SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS OF FUNCTIONAL
MOLECULES
One of the most fascinating strengths of SPM is its capability to detect physical and chemical properties with resolution
down to the submolecular level by performing spectroscopic
measurements. In this context, bias spectroscopy in an STM
is the most commonly used spectroscopic mode, in which the
differential junction conductance dI /dV versus the applied
bias voltage V is recorded, while the probing tip rests statically
at the point of interest. The differential conductance directly
measures the tunneling probability at the applied bias and is
proportional to the convolution of the local density of states
(LDOS) in tip and sample[68, 69]. By characterizing the tip’s
LDOS, this method enables the direct access to such fundamental properties as the energy of molecular orbitals and their
interaction with the substrate electrons.
Additionally, tunneling electrons with sufficient energy can locally probe vibronic or magnetic excitations on the surface or in

Mn12-Acetate

Fig. 5: Examples of scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements on
ES-IBD grafted molecules on surfaces.[34] (a) Topographic image of Ru based N3
dye molecule on TiO2 anatase with characteristic tunneling spectrum. (b) Tunneling spectrum of individual Manganese-12-Acetate-16 molecules adsorbed
on the monoatomic h-BN/Rh(111) surface showing magnetic excitations.[33]
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pump-probe methods[74-76]. Here, the non-contact AFM with its
access to the forces acting between tip and sample allows to
extend the spectroscopic possibilities dramatically: by integrating force-distance curves the atomic scale interaction potentials are measured directly[5, 77], by minimizing the interacting
forces with an applied bias, local Kelvin probe spectroscopy is
performed, or surface charges are directly mapped.61
The capabilities of ES-IBD allow to use local spectroscopy now
on individual, large, nonvolatile molecules. Figure 5a shows a
high resolution STM image of the ruthenium based N3 dye molecule (cis-di(thiocyanato)-bis(2,2′-bipyridyl-4,4′-dicarboxylate)
ruthenium(II)) on the TiO2-anatase surface after ES-IBD preparation.[34] These molecules are widely used in dye sensitized
solar cells, however, within a solar cell, the access to the electronic properties of the individual dye molecules is impossible.
On the anatase surface multiconformational binding is detected in STM, seen by the different appearence of each molecule.
These different adsorption geometries influence the position
of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital LUMO strongly as
seen directly in the wide spread of the band’s onset in STS.
Figure 5b shows Manganese-12-Acetate-16 molecules, an archetypical single molecular magnet with high intrinsic spin and
long spin relaxation time[78]. In our experiments they were adsorbed on Au(111) and h-BN:Rh(111). Observing the characteristic shape of the molecule by STM reveals the capacity of ES-IBD,
which permits the preparation of this infamously fragile molecule.[79] However, in the STM topography the molecule appears
on both substrates intact, while only STS reveals that the molecule loses its magnetic properties on the Au surface due to the
coupling of the molecular states with the states of the metal.[80]
Contrary, on the ultra-thin decoupling layer h-BN:Rh(111) low energy excitations are observed (Fig. 5b). Calculating the spin-flip
transition probabilities[81] of this complex coupled system with a
ground state total spin of S = 10 allows to identify the observed
transitions as an energetically low lying excitation which changes
only the magnetic quantum number and two excitations at higher energy which additionally changes the total spin from S = 10
to S = 9, clearly demonstrating an intact magnetic core.[33]
Note, this experiment is only possible in a low temperature (1K)
STM using ES-IBD for preparation and a vacuum suitcase for

(a)
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linking the two instruments. This was the first time a molecular
magnet was accessed as an individual molecule on the surface, which perfectly underlines the relevance of the ES-IBD/
SPM combination. Extrapolating the developments in synthetic
chemistry and molecular nanoscience leads to even larger,
multifunctional molecules or biomimetic systems like sequence
controlled polymers. In these systems locally addressing functions and relating them to structure, while maintaining chemical control over the environment will be extremely important, for
which local probe spectroscopy may be a crucial tool.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The preparation of ultrapure, atomically defined surfaces is a
new application of preparative mass spectrometry with great
prospects. In principle, the well-defined preparation of a sample is useful for any (surface science) characterization method.
It is thus not very surprising that pMS was used successfully in
combination with many other surface analysis methods such a
secondary ionization mass spectrometry[82, 83], infrared spectroscopy,[43] Raman spectroscopy[84, 85], or electrochemistry[86].
Nevertheless, we think that single molecule methods have a
special role as only they can fully exploit the high degree of control and purity that ES-IBD offers. The chemical selectivity from
mass spectrometry combined with the high spatial resolution
of a single particle allows for accessing its complexity without
losing spatial precision, opening the road to investigations of
individual, functional, and macromolecules.
The perspective for ES-IBD/SPM is highly interesting for fundamental research, especially for biological model systems, be
it proteins, peptides, glycans, or molecules of synthetic origin.
Certainly the interactions on a surface in vacuum will be different from those in aqueous environment, which is particularly
relevant for biology. Nevertheless, the complexity of the interactions prevails and fundamental aspects like folding or sequence controlled assembly seem feasible as well in vacuum.
In fact, surface based studies in vacuum do not exclude the
possibility to investigate the role of solvents at the molecular
scale.[87] Furthermore, the chemistry of ions at the surface, especially in collisions at hyperthermal energy, holds prospects

(b)

Fig. 6: Low energy electron holography. (a) Scheme of the low energy electron holography experiment. (b) Hologram and reconstruction of an individual cytochrome c protein as well as a dimer and trimer, deposited on a freestanding monolayer graphene membrane as folded protein ion by soft-landing electrospray
ion beam deposition.[94]
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worthwhile being investigated, both from chemical and morphological point of view.[35, 85, 88, 89]
A very interesting perspective is opened by applying transparent
substrates which become available by the advent of two-dimensional materials.[90] In a collaborative effort with J.N. Longchamp
and H.W. Fink of the University of Zurich we were able to deposit
native proteins on ultraclean freestanding graphene[91] and use
our UHV-suitcase technology to transport them to a novel lowenergy, electron holography microscope,[56, 92] realizing Denis
Gabors idea for electron holography.[93] The samples to be studied are presented to a highly coherent beam of low-energy electrons generated by an atomically sharp field emitter tip placed as
close as 100 nm in front of the sample. The interference pattern
formed by the scattered and unscattered electron waves, the socalled hologram, is recorded by a multi channel plate electron
detector at several centimeters distance. Subsequent numerical
hologram reconstruction involving back propagation of the wave

front from the hologram to the sample plane reveals the structure of the object under study. Operating at electron energies at
50-150 eV this instrument avoids radiation damage and already
at the present resolution of 7 Å the shape of a single protein
can be imaged (Fig. 6).[94] The performance of the method is currently only limited by mechanical vibrations, and hence it could
become an important tool for structural biology, in particular
since analytical mass spectrometry recently unlocked the realm
of native gas phase proteins by reliably ionizing intact folded soluble protein, membrane proteins and protein complexes.[95, 96] In
contrast to the current state-of-the-art in structural biology, we
do not need averaging over many molecules. This achievement
constitutes a major step towards structural biology at a truly single molecule level; a vision that has often been subject of discussions and speculations and a long-standing dream.
There is no fundamental limit in reaching true atomic resolution. The limiting factor is essentially the susceptibility of high-

concrete
walls
double doors

vibrational level: < 10 nm/s
wood floors
glassfiber
reinforced
concrete

acoustic shielding: 60 dB
electromagnetic shielding: 100 dB

Fig. 7: Precision Laboratory (PL) at the MPI for Solid State Research in Stuttgart. The PL is a large isolated experiment hall partially enclosed by an office/
service lab wing. The hall comprises eleven individually decoupled experiments. Each experiment is seismically, acoustically, and electromagnetically shielded
from the environment. In order to technically realize these experimental environments, the challenges in the construction of the new laboratory pushed the
technical limits and set new standards. A concrete box with a 60 dB attenuation encapsulates each experiment to acoustically isolate it from the immediate
laboratory environment. External vibrations are dampened by a massive concrete block inside the acoustic box weighing between 100 t and 190 t. Set on air
springs, vibrations are reduced to a level of <10 nm/s, several orders of magnitude smaller than the best industry standard today. For experiments operating at
temperatures below 100 mK, the acoustic boxes are electromagnetically shielded by a closed metal shell yielding 100 dB attenuation. Further, the building has
been constructed such that the general noise sources have been reduced as well. This includes, but is not limited to separate acoustic boxes at each experiment
for noisy equipment, such as roughing pumps, shielded power lines, all optical data network and correspondingly all optical voice-over-IP telecommunication.
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order interference fringes to mechanical vibrations. The Precision Laboratory
at the Max-Planck Institute in Stuttgart
offers the unique environment needed
to beat the odds and reach the goal of
atomic resolution (Fig. 7). The Laboratory was built on the initiative of one
of the authors (KK) between 2008 and
2012 and has set new standards for
noise-free environments, and the lowenergy electron projection holography
does profit enormously from these exceptional conditions. We are currently
developing jointly a cryogenic low-energy
electron based holography microscope
which should be able to ”image” individual molecules and nanostructures with
atomic resolution.
Taking full advantage of the Stuttgart
Precision Laboratory we have created
cutting edge experimental set-ups with
a focus on lowest energy phenomena at
the atomic scale encompassing highest
energy resolution and the introduction
of pump-probe schemes to access ultra-fast dynamics. With a spectroscopic
resolution of 11 μeV our MillikelvinSTM currently holds the world record.
[97]
An important breakthrough was the
study of the Josephson effect with this
unique instrument. At these extremely Fig. 8: Advanced Scanning Probe Microscopy and Spectroscopy. (a) With the record resolution of our
Millikelvin-STM we have been able to lay the foundations for the successful exploration of Josephson
low temperatures, the electrons reveal Scanning Tunneling Microscopy. (b) The Single Molecule Plasmon Emitting Field-Effect Transistor using
their full quantum nature. The electric a single fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III) molecule is the smallest device controlling light emission
current is therefore a granular medium, and electrical current simultaneously with GHz switching rates.
consisting of individual particles. The
electrons trickle through a conductor like grains of sand in an eral orders of magnitude. Transition times between the tranhourglass, a phenomenon that can be explained with the aid sistor’s on- and off-state were faster than one nanosecond.
of quantum electrodynamics.[98] These developments open up [101] The key experimental development that provided access
new avenues to explore light matter interaction on the atomic to charge excitation dynamics on the atomic scale with picoscale (Fig. 8a), e.g. the possibility to use nanoscale Josephson second resolution is time-resolved scanning tunneling fluoresjunctions as a source and detector of radiation in the upper cence. To this end we employed the light emission from the
Gigahertz regime directly built into the tunneling junction.99
STM to determine the precise shape of STM voltage pulses
with picosecond resolution and millivolt precision inside the
Converting photon energy into electrical energy and vice-versa tunnel junction. The well-characterized short voltage pulses
is a key process in energy and information technology. We are thus obtained were then employed to explore the charge transexploring novel approaches to control energy conversion and fer dynamics of single molecules with unprecedented spatiotransduction at surfaces on the single molecule level. Charge temporal resolution.
injection processes were directly addressed by STM-controlled
electroluminescence at selected structural defects on thin Future scientific projects will combine the capabilities of ES-IBD
fullerene films. In this configuration we realized an anti-cor- with the high performance scanning probe techniques operrelated single photon source for the first time within the STM ated in the PL. Particular fascinating is the possibility to create
tunnel junction and were thus able to locally measure and ma- complex molecular nanostructures at surfaces with properties
nipulate picosecond exciton life times.[100] Using the fullerene determined by quantum behavior on one hand and approachfilm as a decoupling layer for isolated organic admolecules we ing functionalities of living matter on the other hand.
demonstrated the function of a prototypical plasmon and lightemitting transistor (Fig. 8b). The electrostatic potential of a This article is in part based on the extended review article
decoupled single fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III) molecule ”Mass Spectrometry as a Preparative Tool for the Surface
was controlled with millivolt precision which allows tuning the Science of Large Molecules” in Annual Reviews of Analytical
local tunnel current and the light emission intensity over sev- Chemistry 2016.[27]
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